Space Saving BagButton is the Next Stage
in Storage
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Mossyrock, WA. (RPRN) 05/28/10 — In 2009 the most
innovative storage solution on the market was one
many may never have heard of. But they will soon. For
years now people have been using the Space
Saver Bag to safely store items while saving space.
But there was always the problem of a limited number
of bags. One order costs almost $20, and there are
always more things that need to be stored.

Space Bag Storage Bags for a few
Pennies.

The Space Saving BagButton has solved that
problem. It only takes one of these smart buttons to
meet all storage needs. That’s because the button
works with any bag, trash bags, plastic bags, big bags,
small bags, you only need one BagButton for all of
them. Once the air is sucked from any bag, simply tie it
off, remove the Space Saving BagButton, and use it
on the next item that needs storing. And it costs less
than one order of Space Saver Bags. The BagButton
costs around $15 including shipping and handling,
and can be used on literally hundreds of bags, as
many as needed.

Here’s the comparison: Storing 21 separate items using Space Saving Bags, at their price of
19.95 (not including shipping and handling) for 7 bags, would cost $59.85. That’s before shipping
and handling. With the Space Saving BagButton, you only need one, so for 21 separate items
you have a total cost of less than $15. That’s including shipping and handling. That’s a total
savings of almost $45. And the savings increase the more that is stored.
The advantages are numerous. Keep winter clothes and blankets in a small, compressed space,
keep out bugs and dirt, use for storage while moving, even camping. You can keep dirty clothes
separate on a long trip instead of out in the open where they can begin to smell and take up
space. It truly is a remarkable invention, and costs less than a storage bin.
That’s why last year alone the BagButton was featured in popular spots like IKEA TV, the
authority in storage, Better Homes and Gardens , the magazines Which Caravan and Camping
Magazine, and Australia’s National Magazine On the Road. So far 3.8 million people have

discovered the Space Saver BagButton. They not only saved time and space, they also saved a
lot of money. BagButton can be purchased online at www.bagbutton.com a live video
demonstration of the BagButton is also available at the site.
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About the author:
BagButton is the Global leader in economical space saving vacuum storage bag solutions.
BagButton provides the highest quality and most economical portable vacuum space saving
solutions in the World.
The BagButton and all of its legal monopolies including trade secrets are proprietary to
BagButton LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due process of the applicable state,
federal, and intellectual property / trade secret laws. BagButton LLC retains all rights, title, and
interests in the BagButton, together with all derivative works, manufacturing process,
engineering, modifications, enhancements, and upgrades.
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